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WebEx Quick Reference

Welcome to today’s session!

Please use Chat to “All Participants” for 

questions

For technology issues only, please Chat 

to “Host”

WebEx Technical Support: 866-569-3239

Dial-in Info: Audio / Audio Conference (in 

menu)

Raise your hand

Select Chat recipient

Enter Text



Ice Breaker Question

Type into the chat box your response to the following question:

How did you learn about this call?

Make sure you send your message to “All Participants.”



Where are you located on the map?



Chat

What type of ACP/TCP-related work you are doing right 

now?

What experience do you have with integrating 

dementia/Alzheimer’s-specific programming into your 

ACP work - Newbie, Seasoned, Somewhere in 

between? 
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Session agenda and objectives

Background & what we’ve learned

Community highlight: PeaceHealth, Bellingham, 

WA

Q&A

Discussion: Share strategies

Additional resources, upcoming calls and events
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What 

Matters TO
Me?

What’s the 
Matter with 

Me?

Public Awareness Community 
Engagement

Health Systems Transformation



Our Tools 

Conversation Starter Kit

Starter Kit for Families and Loved Ones of People with 

Alzheimer’s Disease or Other Forms of Dementia

How to Choose/Be a Health Care Proxy

How to Talk to Your Doctor Starter Kit

Pediatric Starter Kit for Parents of Seriously Ill Children





What have we learned?

Using the AD/dementia starter kit in a workshop 

setting works well!

Camaraderie forms between family/caregivers 

as you walk through kit together
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What have we learned?

Can use the Starter Kit along the spectrum

– Upon Diagnosis – Affected person engaged

– Mid-Stage – Moments of connection

– Later-Stage – Building consensus with circle 

of care around patient’s values



What have we learned?

Remind caregivers to keep your loved one at the 
center

– Focus on what she would want

– What he would say if she were able to?

– How would Mom answer this question?” 

– “What mattered most to Dad?”

Encourage caregivers to bring their loved ones in 
the room



What have we learned?



What have we learned?

Take time to acknowledge the caregivers

– Focus on kindness, compassion and courage

Acknowledge the barriers they may feel

– Unkind, denial, fear, loss, anger

Emphasize the Conversation lets their loved 

ones know they will be there for them

Caregivers find the process of considering what 

their loved one might want very helpful
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ACP+D
Advance Care Planning for those with Dementia



Copyright 2018 Adrienne Doucette and Denise Weeks. For permissions contact acpdementia@gmail.com.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADVANCE CARE PLANNING

➤ Makes my wishes for treatment known

➤ Empowers family members and provides a road map for care

➤ Reduces conflict among loved ones

➤ Eliminates painful doubts and questions that can never be 
answered after a loved one dies
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PLANNING AHEAD FOR DEMENTIA: TOOLS YOU CAN USE

Planning for living w/ dementia

Road Map

EOL-WA’s “Dementia Directive” 

Conversation Starter Kit

Planning for dying w/ dementia

Dr. Gaster’s “Health Directive for Dementia”

EOL-WA’s “Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking”
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HOW DOES DEMENTIA CHANGE THE ACP PROCESS?

The person with dementia may 

➤ Not be aware of their condition

➤ Not understand the disease or how it progresses

➤ Forget what you discussed or change their mind often; 
surprise you with new ideas or values

➤ Tell different people different things

➤ Become distrustful

➤ Refuse to talk about their health . . . let alone dying

➤ Refuse to sign anything

➤ Agree with anything anyone tells them
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HOW (ELSE) DOES DEMENTIA CHANGE THE ACP PROCESS?

➤ Someone will likely have to be part of the support and 
decision-making process much earlier and much more 
actively 

➤ Why? Possibly to:

➤ Deal with the pharmacy & oversee medications

➤ Observe and get treatment for things that the person 
with dementia has a hard time identifying or denies

➤ Oversee doctor visits and hospital stays

➤ Make decisions about what to treat, and how

➤ Steer the person to get diagnosed in the first place

➤ Deal with many non-medical issues that come up, such 
as . . .
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A TOOL FOR EXPLORING ISSUES

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE/DEMENTIA MENTAL HEALTH 
ADVANCE DIRECTIVE

➤ Outside caregivers

➤ Out-of-home placements

➤ Financing future care

➤ Future intimate relationships

➤ Care of pets

➤ Participation in research

➤ Driving
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A TOOL FOR GETTING THE CONVERSATION STARTED
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A TOOL FOR CONSIDERING QUALITY OF LIFE ISSUES

Dr. Gaster’s Health Directive for Dementia
A simple 5-page document that helps you match 

goals for medical care to the stage of the disease and 

the symptoms being experienced.

So for each stage . . . 

➤Mild

➤Moderate

➤Severe

You can indicate which level of treatment you’d want
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WHAT IF YOU DON’T WANT TO LIVE WITH DEMENTIA?

➤ Fingers crossed!

➤ Modify diet and behavior?

➤ Early diagnosis, medication, participate in research?

➤ Voluntarily Stopping Eating and Drinking (VSED) 

➤ Possible “off ramps”

➤ Opt out of or discontinue life-saving treatments (pacemaker, 
dialysis) 

➤ Infection (UTIs are common)

➤ Pneumonia

➤ Complications following a fall

➤ People with dementia are unable to qualify for the Death with 
Dignity Act because by the time they are eligible to receive a 
terminal diagnosis with a six-month prognosis, they are no longer 
deemed mentally competent. 
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TOOLS FOR THE CONVERSATION

➤ Dementia Road Map: Guide for Family and Care Partners

➤ Search “ALTSA Dementia Road Map” on the Internet and click on the link 
that is a pdf

➤ The Conversation Project’s “Starter Kit” 
https://theconversationproject.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-StarterKit-Alzheimers-
English.pdf

➤ End of Life Washington’s “Dementia Directive”  
https://endoflifewa.org/alzheimersdiseasedementia-advance-directive/

➤ Dr. Gaster’s “Health Directive for Dementia” https://dementia-directive.org

➤ End of Life Washington’s “Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking”

➤ https://endoflifewa.org/documents/

https://theconversationproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ConversationProject-StarterKit-Alzheimers-English.pdf
https://endoflifewa.org/alzheimersdiseasedementia-advance-directive/
https://dementia-directive.org/
https://endoflifewa.org/documents/
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Contact Adrienne Doucette and Denise Weeks,

Creators of ACP+D course in Bellingham, WA

acpdementia@gmail.com



Discussion

Comments, thoughts, what’s resonating?

Share your strategies, ideas – what is working, not 

working?

What questions are you hearing?
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Additional Resources, 

Upcoming Calls and Events



TCP: Conversation Starter Kit (free download)
www.theconversationproject.org

https://theconversationproject.org/tcp-blog/promoting-the-importance-of-care-conversations-with-individuals-with-dementia-or-alzheimers-12-articles-resources-to-put-on-your-radar/


Compilations

Recent TCP blog:

– https://theconversationproject.org/tcp-

blog/promoting-the-importance-of-

care-conversations-with-individuals-

with-dementia-or-alzheimers-12-

articles-resources-to-put-on-your-

radar/

NY Times article: Leading an Active 

Life With a Diagnosis of Dementia

– https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/05/

business/-active-life-diagnosis-of-

dementia.html?smprod=nytcore-

ipad&smid=nytcore-ipad-share
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Alzheimer’s Association Care Planning Toolkit (pgs. 50-51)
https://www.alz.org/careplanning/downloads/care-planning-toolkit.pdf



Upcoming events

Conversation Sabbath: Oct 26- Nov 4 #ConvoSabbath
Hundreds of congregations sharing each faith’s teachings on 
this critical topic and supporting congregants in having the 
conversation in familiar settings, and not during a medical 
crisis in the ICU.

Reimagine End of Life NYC, Oct. 27 - Nov. 3, is a citywide, 
week-long collection of events exploring death, dying, 
bereavement, and celebrating life through the arts, spirituality, 
healthcare, and innovation.

Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association Campaign: 
#ISaidWhatIWant encourages all nurses to lead by example 
by establishing their own advance care plan.
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Upcoming Community Calls

The next Conversation Project Community Call will take 
place on:

Wednesday, Nov 14th, 3:00-4:30 pm ET

Date and Time Topic

Wednesday, Nov 14th , 3:00 – 4:30 pm ET Special interest: Ensuring equity, 

reaching diverse communities

Wednesday, Dec 19th , 3:00 – 4:00 pm ET Community Planning 101

Wednesday, Jan 16th , 3:00 – 4:00 pm ET Community Planning 201



We want your feedback!

After this call you will be redirected to a Survey Monkey 

form

Please take a few moments to answer the following 

questions:

– How useful was this session on a scale from 1-5?

– Given today’s topic, what would you like to learn more about?

– Any other comments on today's session?
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